EVENTS CALENDAR

APRIL 2022

Monday, April 25 – Sunday, May 1
9A.M – 4P.M in IPCC Courtyard
American Indian Week
and Spring Arts Market
Join us at one of the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center’s greatest events and oldest traditions! We have something for everyone during American Indian Week – cultural dances several times daily, guided tours of our museum, dining at the Indian Pueblo Kitchen, shopping at the Indian Pueblo Store, and dozens of Native artists offering handcrafted work for sale.

The last weekend of American Indian Week is unmissable for art lovers. Our Courtyard transforms into a bustling marketplace, with 45 artists booths featuring pottery, jewelry, paintings, and more. Enjoy all the activities of our week-long celebration with an extra emphasis on art, including a pottery demonstration by Claudia Mitchell (Acoma) and a painting demonstration by David Gary Suazo (Taos) and Geraldine Tso (Navajo). April is National Volunteer Month
The month of April is dedicated to recognizing the significant contributions of volunteers. Thank you to our amazing volunteers – we are so appreciative of their work!

April 1, 2022 – February 18, 2023
Traditional Girl with a Contemporary Pop: DeAnna Autumn Leaf Suazo, (Taos/Navajo)
Art Through Struggle Gallery
This exhibition is about the beauty, humor, and laughter, as well as inspiration, this young artist brought to many lives. DeAnna Autumn Leaf Suazo (Taos/Navajo) shows us her view and perspective on life. Her life was short and her passing has brought attention to the social issue of domestic violence that is prevalent in every Native community. While this is only one story of many who became victims of domestic violence, this is an opportunity for all voices to be heard.

Coalition to Stop Violence Against Native Women: www.csavanw.org

April 1, 2022 – April 2
Indigenous Connections and Collections Library Blog – New Mexico’s Native Libraries
View online: bit.ly/IPCC-Library
This month’s blog from the IPCC’s Library and Archives will highlight Native libraries in Albuquerque and across New Mexico.

Tuesday, April 12, 2 – 4PM
Pueblo Book Club: Without Reservations: The Cartoons by Ricardo Caté (Invited Guest)
Chaco Ill Room or Virtual View online: bit.ly/PuebloBookClubApril2022
“A picture is worth a thousand words” goes the saying. Our April book selection asks, “Why take life so seriously?” This past year, perhaps many of us have had to do so – or have asked this of ourselves. Coronavirus has certainly thrown us a curveball, spitball, and inside pitch – or have asked this of ourselves. Coronavirus has certainly thrown us a curveball, spitball, and inside pitch. The book is also available at the Indian Pueblo Store for $11.99.

Through February 19, 2023
PIVOT Skateboard Deck Art Exhibition South Gallery Tickets/Information: bit.ly/IPCC-PIVOT
PIVOT is a compelling, inspiring exhibit that features nearly 150 pieces of art – all using skateboard decks and acrylics as the medium. Co-curated by Lani’s Bins (Dine’/Navajo) and Kandi Quam (Zuni), PIVOT refers to the quick transitions many Native people make between their traditional and day-to-day lives. The many styles and techniques these Native artists have created in this exhibit are with the same agility they use to navigate through the maze of days between cultures.

Pueblo Pottery Mug Collection
Featured Mug for April Designed by Clarence Cruz (Ohkay Owingeh)

Bring the beauty of traditional Pueblo pottery designs into your everyday life by purchasing this work of art. The mug is a replica of a single clay pot handcrafted by artist Clarence Cruz and features traditional designs of Ohkay Owingeh. You’ll also receive a free, single serving of New Mexico Piñon Coffee!
American Indian Week and Spring Arts Market
CULTURAL DANCE PROGRAM
Monday, April 25 – Sunday, May 1

AMERICAN INDIAN WEEK (APRIL 25-29)
MONDAY APRIL 25
11AM & 2PM  The Pueblo Dance Group
(Laguna, Acoma, Hopi, Zuni)
Noon & 3PM Anshe Ko’Hanna Dance Group
(Zuni)

TUESDAY APRIL 26
11AM & 2PM Howeya Family Traditional Dance Group (Acoma)
Noon & 3PM Santa Clara Buffalo/Eagle Dance Group (Santa Clara)

WEDNESDAY APRIL 27
11AM & 2PM Howeya Family Traditional Dance Group (Acoma)
Noon & 3PM Santa Clara Buffalo/Eagle Dance Group (Santa Clara)

THURSDAY APRIL 28
11AM & 2PM Kallestewa Dance Group (Zuni)
Noon & 3PM Sky City Buffalo Ram Dancers (Acoma)

FRIDAY APRIL 29
11AM & 2PM Kallestewa Dance Group (Zuni)
Noon & 3PM Sky City Buffalo Ram Dancers (Acoma)

SUNDAY MAY 1
10 – 11AM  The Cellicion Traditional Dancers (Zuni)
11AM – Noon Sky City Buffalo Ram Dancers (Acoma)
Noon – 1PM White Mountain Apache Crown Dancers (Apache)
1 – 2PM  The Cellicion Traditional Dancers (Zuni)
2 – 3PM  Sky City Buffalo Ram Dancers (Acoma)
3 – 4PM  White Mountain Apache Crown Dancers (Apache)

SPRING ARTS MARKET (APRIL 30–MAY 1, 9AM–4PM DAILY)
SATURDAY APRIL 30
10 – 11AM  The Cellicion Traditional Dancers (Zuni)
11AM – Noon Sky City Buffalo Ram Dancers (Acoma)
Noon – 1PM White Mountain Apache Crown Dancers (Apache)
1 – 2PM  The Cellicion Traditional Dancers (Zuni)
2 – 3PM  Sky City Buffalo Ram Dancers (Acoma)
3 – 4PM  White Mountain Apache Crown Dancers (Apache)

Join us at one of the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center’s liveliest events and oldest traditions! We have something for everyone during American Indian Week – cultural dances several times daily, guided tours of our museum, dining at the Indian Pueblo Kitchen, shopping at the Indian Pueblo Store, and dozens of Native artists offering handcrafted work for sale.

The last weekend of American Indian Week is unmissable for art lovers. Our Courtyard transforms into a bustling marketplace, with 45 artists booths featuring pottery, jewelry, paintings, and more.

Enjoy all the activities of our week-long celebration with an extra emphasis on art, including a pottery demonstration by Claudia Mitchell (Acoma) and painting demonstrations by David Gary Suazo (Taos) and Geraldine Tso (Navajo).

Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
Gateway to the 19 Pueblos of New Mexico
2401 12th St. NW
Albuquerque, NM 87104
(505) 843-7270
IndianPueblo.org

#ItAllStartsHere